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1.   RICHARDSON TELLS "MEET THE PRESS" BOMBING NECESSARY TO
KEEP GKR ALIVE AND PRESSURE COMMUNISTS INTO C- F.   NYT S
GWERTZMAN SAYS SECRETARY GOES FURTHER THAN PRESIDENT IN
WARNING HANOI OF RENEWED BOMBING OF NVN IN EVENT ITS
UNCLASSIFIED
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VIOLATIONS OF VN AGREEMENT BECOME SERIOUS THREAT TO
PEACE.  RICHARDSON DECLINES STATE US WOULD UNDER NO
Circumstances ever send military forces back to Indochina, but says "we very much hope that this will not be necessary." Constitutional authority for Khmer bombing, he says, rests on fact that Cambodia situation is "a kind of residue... the area where least of all there is now being observed the provisions of the (VN agreement)" (NYT, WP, SUN).

2. Communists attack Takeo and keep strangle-hold on Locs into PP as fighting intensifies throughout country. CinC Pac announces US bombing at GKR request (NYT, WP, SUN). GKR arrests without charges 55 top Khmer astrologers after widespread predictions that Lon Nol government won't survive until end of April. Like most Khmer, Lon Nol said to believe astrologers' predictions (CSM).

3. Capt. White, last POW, released by VC in Delta. Was not until US officer at pick-up point took his arm and said, "Let's go to the plane" that he realized he had been freed (NYT, SUN).

4. GVN says Communist siege of Ton Le Chan outpost continues into fifth week with defenders losing 100 KIA and VNAF bombing Communist positions (NYT, SUN).

Ex-POW Capt. Wilber acknowledges in TV interview that he made antiwar statements for NVN captors without having been tortured in five years of captivity. Says he won't "disbelieve or repudiate" torture stories of other men, but believes "each person has to tell his own story." Wilber says pressure of conscience made him change his mind about war while in prison. Some ex-POWs may bring court martial charges against Wilber and some others for their antiwar activities while in captivity. Capt. Mulligan says, "Any guy who goes to Hanoi and gets religion about the war after he's shot down is a pure phony" (Hersh, NYT; SUN; WP).

5. Sweden won't accept American military deserters now that UNCLASSIFIED
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VN war is over, says GOS Immigration Chief (NYT, WP, SUN).

6. Thieu hopes enhance his domestic image as well as change mind of some US critics during US trip. No serious demonstrations expected, but Fonda-Hayden plan San Clemente gate protest (NYT, SUN). Police intervene at LA airport to prevent pro and anti-Thieu groups from tangling (WP).

7. NYT bio of Amb. Graham Martin says he highly
REGARDED AS PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAT; BUT, ACCORDING ONE FSO, "FOR EVERY OFFICER WHO LIKES MARTIN, THERE IS ANOTHER ONE WHO DETESTS HIM." ANOTHER OFFICER SAYS MARTIN TAKES VERY SERIOUSLY BEING PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF PRESIDENT, AND LETS ANYONE WHO MIGHT FORGET IT, KNOW IT. HIS ADOPTED SON WAS KILLED IN 1966 SVN AIR CRASH (NYT).

8. NHAN DAN SAYS TORTURE STORIES BY EX-POWS BEING DRUMMED UP TO DEFLECT ATTENTION FROM US "CRIMES" IN VN, AND CLAIMS DRV POW POLICY WAS "HUMANITARIAN" (SUN). SEN. BUCKLEY CALLS UPON SEC. ROGERS TO ISSUE "STRONGEST POSSIBLE PROTEST" TO HANOI OVER TREATMENT OF POWS AND URGES PRESIDENT "CAREFULLY RECONSIDER ANY PROPOSAL FOR ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE TO NORTH VIETNAM IN LIGHT OF THE POW REPORTS OF TREATMENT AND PRISON CONDITIONS." MANSFIELD SAYS TORTURE STORIES DON'T AFFECT HIS POSITION ON AID TO NVN, BUT HE DOESN'T KNOW WHAT EFFECT THEY WILL HAVE ON PROSPECTS OF GETTING AID THROUGH CONGRESS (SUN).

9. CLARK AFB SOURCE SAYS CANADIAN RELEASEE OPPEL DESCRIBED HOW TWO AMERICAN WOMEN MISSIONARIES, EVELYN ANDERSON AND BEATRICE KOSIN, WERE TIED ALIVE TO POLE INSIDE HUT WHICH WAS THEN SET AFIRE. THEIR CHARRED BODIES WERE LATER FOUND AT KENGKOK IN SOUTHERN LAOS (WP).

10. RICHARDSON SAYS US GOAL IN KHMER BOMBING IS TO HASTEN C-F AND NOT PREVENT COMMUNIST POLITICAL TAKEOVER. SAYS IT HAS NEVER BEEN US OBJECTIVE TO "PREVENT BY PEACEFUL POLITICAL MEANS AN EVENTUAL TAKEOVER. TELLS "MEET THE PRESS" COLLAPSE OF GKR WOULD HAVE "SIGNIFICANT" EFFECT UPON VIABILITY OF GVN (WP).
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11. LAOTIANS SLOW TO CARRY OUT PEACE ACCORD. ACCORDING WP'S LIPPMAN, PHOUMI VONGVICHIT'S CONTINUED ABSENCE FROM TALKS PREVENTING AGREEMENT ON COMPOSITION OF GOVERNMENT. HANOI MAY BE CAUSING STALEMATE UNTIL IT SEES HOW THINGS GO IN SVN AND CAMBODIA. THERE ALSO MAY BE SPLIT IN PL OVER PEACE TERMS. US OFFICIALS IN VIENTIANE SEE NO SERIOUS THREAT FROM RIGHTISTS WHO HAVE NO RESOURCES OF THEIR OWN (WP).

12. NHAN DAN ACCUSES US OF SENDING SPY PLANES OVER NVN; RICHARDSON DENIES (WP).

13. CSM (MAR. 31) EXPRESSES UNDERSTANDING OF CANADA'S RESERVATIONS ABOUT STAYING IN ICCS, IN VIEW OF CONFLICTS AMONG ICCS MEMBERS AND C-F VIOLATIONS, ALL OF WHICH ICCS CANNOT CHECK. HOWEVER, SITUATION IS NOT HOPELESS;
OTHERWISE, CANADA WOULD HAVE PULLED OUT INSTEAD OF
AGREEING TO REMAIN ANOTHER 90 DAYS.

14. NYDN SAYS THROUGH RETURNED POWS WE CAN SEE THE
TRUE FACE OF THE ENEMY - MERCILESS AND FULL OF HATE.
WE MUST NEVER FORGET IT. FOR BEHIND THAT AWFUL
VISAGE LIES THE WILL AND DETERMINATION TO TAKE FROM US
EVERYTHING WE HOLD DEAR - FREEDOM, HONOR, JUSTICE AND PEACE."

15. MARQUIS CHILDS (SUN) OPINES THAT PRESIDENT' S
TOUGH SPEECH, AND STORIES OF COMMUNIST TORTURE OF
POWS WHICH APPEAR TO BE ORCHESTRATED BY DOD, COULD
COMPLETELY TURN PUBLIC OPINION AGAINST ANY HELP FOR
SVN AS WELL AS NVN. THIEU IS HARDLY FIGURE TO COMMAND
CONGRESSIONAL AND PUBLIC APPROVAL TO REBUILD SVN, AND
HIS PRESENCE IN US WILL ADD HIS FULL MEASURE OF
OPPOSITION TO ANY ASSISTANCE TO NORTH. OBSERVES
THAT CRIES FOR WAR- CRIMES TRIAL AGAINST TORTURES COULD
BE FINAL BLOW TO ANY HOPE FOR PROGRAM THAT HAK NEGOTIATED
IN HANOI. IT WOULD KEEP CAULDRON OF HATRED BOILING. MOREOVER
TRIAL COULD BRING UNDER SCRUTINY CARPET- BOMBING OF NORTH,
INDISCRIMINATE USE OF NAPALM AGAINST CIVILIANS, SAIGON' S
TIGER CAGES FOR POLITICAL PRISONERS, AND MY LAI. BIBLICAL
INJUNCTION, " LET HIM WHO IS WITHOUT SIN CAST THE FIRST STONE,"
HAS POWERFUL BEARING ON AFTERMATH OF LONGEST AND BITTEREST
WAR IN AMERICA' S HISTORY. RUSH
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